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Abstract. This paper deals with the: subgraph isomorphism problem for outerplanar graphs 
(SUBOUTISOM). In general, since trees and forests are outerplanar, SUBOUTISOM is NP- 
complete. We show that SUBOUTISOM remains NP-complete even when the strongest con- 
nectivity requirements are imposed on both graphs. The same result holds for the induced 
subgraph isomorphism problem for outerplanar graphs except the case when both graphs arc 
2-connected; for such graphs we give a palynomial algorithm which verifies whether a 2-connectea 
outerplanar graph is an induced subgraph of another 2-connected outerplanar gralph. 
1. Intaoduction . 
An outerplanar graph is a planar graph which can be embedded in the plane in 
such a way that all vertices lie on the: same face; hereafter we assume this face to 
be the exterior. 
Outerplanar graphs have been introduced by Chartrand and Harary in 1967 who 
gave also the first characterization of such graphs in terms of forbidden subgraphs. 
S’ince then, many papers have appeared which deal with characterizaltion, recogni- 
tion, isomorphism testing, and countingouterplanar g aphs, see for instance [2,5,7]. 
It wan shown in [l], that trees, outerplanar graphs and planar graphs form a 
natural hierarchy of graphs. There are also several ways to assign a tree or forest 
to an outerplanar graph. For instance, let G be a plane graph (i.e., i.1 planar graph 
embedded in the plane) and G* denote its dual. The we& dual graph G” of G is 
obtained from G* by removing the exterior vertex of G* and all the edges incident 
Iwith it. It was proved in [2] (see also [7]), that G is outerplanar if and only if it 
has a weak dual which has no cycles. This relation between outerplanar graphs and 
forests has been used in many methods for recognition, isomorphism testing, and 
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cot;nting outerplanar graphs and led to their very efficient implementations, linear 
in the number of vertices of a graph (see [S, 7])+ 
Tne purpose of this note is to investigate the subgraph isomorphism problem for 
outerplanar graphs, the problem which has been completely solved for trees and 
forec;ts, 
Subgraph Isomotrphism (SUBISQM), see [3, p. 2023. 
kstance: 7’3~0 graphs, Gt and G2. 
~tresii~rt.: Does G1 contain a, subgraph isomorphic to GZ? 
fn general, S~BSOM is NP-complete:, otherwise it would be easy to find whether 
a graph Ga has a Hamiltonian cycle. Similarly, INDUCED SUBISOM (INDSUBISBM), 
which is to answer whether G2 is an induced subgraph of Gl, is NP-complete, 
otherwise we would be able to find easily whether G has a k-clique. 
it is well known that SUBISQM restricted to the class of trees (SUBTREEISOM) can 
be answered inpolynomial time [4,6], trow,ever SUBFORESTISOM which is to answer 
whether a tree contains a forest as a subgraph is NP-complete. The latter result 
was proved in [3] by providing a pseudo-polynomial transformation from S-PART 
to SUBFOIZESTISOM, therefore, in fact, SUBFORESTISOM is NP-complete in the strong 
sense. 
3-ParWon (~-PART), see [3, p. 2241. 
lastance: Set A of 3m elements, abound 8 E Z’, a size s(a) E 2” for each u E A 
suchthat$B~s(a)c~Band~,,,s(a)=mB. 
Question: Can A be partitioned into m disjoint sets Al, Azr . . . , A, such that 
c aEA, S(a) = B for 16 i <m? 
Since trees and forests are outerplanar, we have immediately 
Proposition 1. SUBOIJTISOM is NP-complete. 
The main result of this note is that SUBISOM problem for outerplanar graphs 
{denoted hereafter by SUBOUTISOM) is NP-complete even when some connectivity 
requirements are imposed on both graphs, However, INPSUB~UTISOM for 2- 
conxcted outerplanar graphs can be answered in polynomial time. 
2. Main results 
Propwition 2. SUBOUTSSOM remains NP-complete in each of the fobwirtg cases 
where Gl and G2 are assumed to have no bridge: 
(6,) G1 is connected but not 2-connected and G2 is disconnected; 
(b) G 1 and G2 iltre connected but not 2-connected ; 
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(c) (31 is 2 -connected and G2 is disconnected; 
Cd) 431 is 2-connected and Gz is connected but not 2-connecred. 
Proof. We give a pseudo-polynomial tranulti,. ‘+?mation from S-PART t,C> SUBOLJTISOM 
for each of the cases (a)-(d). 
Let A ={aI, . . . , a3m}, B E 2’ and s(al), s(az), . . o , s(,og,,) Ez” constitute an 
arbitrary instance of ~-PART. The corresponding instances of SUBOL~TIBOM for cases 
(a)-(d) are illustrated in Figs. l(a)-l(d), resp. and the proof ahat in each of these 
cases, Gz is a subgraph of @I if and only if the 3-lpartition of A exists is similar to 
that in the case of SUBFORESWXW (see [3, pp. 104~106j). 
First notice that the constraints on the elerment sizes ,iB <s(a) <: $B imply thalt 
every Ai must contain exactly three elements from -4. Let us consider now, as an 
exampie, case (c). Any isomorphism from G:x to Gi must map the fan of triangles 
to the subgraph of GI consisting of triangles. This leaves nr chains, each of B + 2 
squares, in G1 to which the remaining 3m chains of Gz musIt be mapped. Thle 
mapping of these chains from G, to the remainder of Gr corresponds to a partition 
of A into r.+~ subsets and, by our t;onstruction, can Ibe com,pleted if zinc1 only if the 
elements in each set have sizes s~:~m,ming exactly to B. Two squares in each of the 
chains of the remainder of Gi are to separate the chains oiF G2. Thus we showed 
that the transformation preserves the problem. 
The transformations in the subcases (c) and (d) may be considered as generaliz- 
ations of the pseudo-polynomial lransformation for SUBFORESTISOM [3], since G’y 
and Gy are trees and forests, res;)., in these two cases, 
The similar result can be also inroved for INDSUBOUTISOM. it SU%CC~S to change 
only 3 to 6 in Figs. l(a) and 1 (c), and 2 to 4 in Figs. 1 (b) and 2 $>. 
The next proposition however can be proved only for SUBOLJTISOM. 
&QQOSitiOll 2, SUBOUTISOMf!b~ 2- connected outerplanar graphs is PW--complete. 
Proof. In this case, we give a pseudo-polynomial transformation from PARTITION. 
Partition, see [3, p. 2231. 
Insta,nce: Finite set A and ;a size s(a) EI 2” for each a E A. 
Question : Is there irk subset A’ c A such 1tha.t 
C s(a) = C S(lil)? 
aczA’ arA-A’ 
Let A={aIL,az,.., ,a,,}, s(ai)=s&?’ clonstitute an arb&ary instance of 
FNRTITION. We may assume that Xi”= 1 s( ai) = Z!b. 
Fig. ? shows the corresporldirtg instance OF SUBOUTISOM, wherle Ci denotes a 
c:ycle with d vertices. The outerplanar graph Gi consists of n cycles C$,+z (i = 1 (I 
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3 
4d) . . . , n) arranged around Cn and G2 is isomorphic to Cb.+.,,. Both graphs are 
2-connected. 
Notice that any cycle in Cl has one of the following forms: either C&2 (i = 1, 
2 9 l . * 9 4, or h, 02, ~3,...~ vnol, v,,, ulj or can be obtained From the latter one 
by interchanging some edges {vi9 vi+l} for the other parts of cycles C,,+z. 
Without loss of generality we may assume in the partition problem that si s B 
(il=1,2,..., n) and n 2 3. Therefore C’bdmn is ot isomorphic to C&+2 for any i = 1, 
2 9***9 n. Hence G1 contains G2 as a subgraph if and only if there exists a subset 
A’ E A such that CaiEAp s(ai) = b. 
There is however no way to modify the last proof to show that the similar result 
1tolds also for INBSUBOUTISOM It cannot be proved by any other method since 
there exists a polynomial algorithm for verifying whether a 2-connected outerplanar 
graph is an induced subgraph of another 2-connected outerplanar graph. 
“Co devise such an algorithm we shall make use of a special correspondence 
between 2-connected outerplanar graphs and plane trees which has been success- 
fu:.ly used for solving several problems on outerp1ana.r graphs (see [7]). 
Yn lthe sequel, all planar graphs are embedded in the plane. Therefore, all trees 
are ordered. 
Zvery 2-connected outerplanar graph G has a unique outerplane mbedding in, 
the plane up to the mirror-image (see [7]). We modify the weak dual graph of G! 
to have a unique tree associated with every 2-connected outerplane graph. Let G 
be a Z-oonnected outerplane graph with bt vertices, and let G’ denote its dual graph, 
after splitting the exterior vertex into n copies, one for each exterior edge of G, 
Fig. 3 shows a 2-connected outerplane graph G and its modified dual graph G’. 
WZ consider 6’ as a plane tree. 
The 2-connected induced subgraphs of a 2-connected outerplane graph can be 
characterized in the following way. 
ProposZtion 4. Let G1 and G2 be 2-connected outerplane graphs. Then, 1432 is an 
induced subgraph of GI if and o&y if 
(i) G2 icalz be c&t&& from G1 (or from its mirror-image) by tk successive 
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G and Gt 
Fig. 3. 
deletion of some pendant faces of G1 (a face of G is pendant if the corresponding 
vertex in the weak duai G” of G is pendant), or equivalently, 
[ii) 0; is such a subtree of G: (or a subtree of the modified dual obtained for the 
mirror-image of G1) that if vprtex v E V(Gf2) is non-pendant in G:, then all edges 
of G: incident with v ii+l G: belong to G\. 
POOL The proposition follows from the observation, thixt if G1 and G2 are 
2-connected outerplane graphs ased Gz is an induced subgraph of G1 then Gy is 
a subtree of Gy. Therefore, G2 casl be obtained from G1 by the successive removing 
of some faces of Gr which correspond t .qendant verticej of 67. 
We now use Prop3SrL.0. -:+;,q 4(ii) (in what follows denoted simply by 4(ii)) to design 
an algorithm for deciding if one 2-connected outerplanar graph G2 is an induced 
subgraph of another outerplanar graph G1. Assume that G1 and Gz are embedded 
in the plane and let R and S stand for G\ and G: respectively. Denote by R’ the 
modified dual graph of the mirror-image of G1. The algorithm finds whether S is 
a subtree of R or R’ with the property given in 4(C), and it is a simplified version 
of a general method for the subtree problem, Simplifications are due to the 
restrictions imposed on the trees. 
Main $ubrouthe, Assume that S and T (T stands for R or R’) are rooted at 
non-pendant vertices. 
(1) If degrees of the roots are different then STOP. {Due to 4(ii), non-pendant 
vertices of S and T have to be of the same degree.} 
(2) Delete the roots of S and T to obtain rooted subtrees S1, &, . . . , SP and 
L 7’2, . . . , Tp. 
(3) Decide if Si is a rooted subtree of q with the property 4(ii). Since S and T 
are plane trees, to this end, decide if there exists h such that 
SlC’Ti&%h+l,...e T s,g c :rh+g-l(mod p), for g = 1, 2, . . . , p, 
where E stands for ‘is a rooted subtre:e of’. 
Due to special properties of 5 and T, fro decide whether Si C Tk we may apply a 
e test: if a vertex u E V(S) h.as degree greater than 1, then it can 
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correspond only to a vertex in 7’k: with the same degree. Since all edges in tSi and 
Tk are ordered around vertices, to find if Si c Tk we can use Tar instance the preorder 
traversal of ‘rk in connection with the test for the degrees of vertices. 
Algorithm 
(1) Root S, at any of its non-pendant vertices. {For any 2-connected outerplanar 
graph G, S = Gf has at least one non-pendant vertex.} 
(2) For T 4?, R’ do: 
for each non-pendant vertex of T as its root call Main Subroutine. 
It is obvious that the Main Subroutine requires O(t l p) time where t .is the 
number of vertices in T EW! p is the degree of the root of S. Hence, the algorithm 
has the time complexity O(t l p l r), where d is the number of vertices of degree p 
in ‘4: This lbound suggests that ‘a vertex for which p l r is minimum should be chosen 
as a root elf S. 
The algorithm needs only the space for storiqg both trees and some auxiliary 
quantities, and is bounded by O(s -I- t), where s is the number of vertices in S. Since 
s and t are O(nl) and O&J, req., where ni =z 3V(Gi)( (i - 1,2), the space complexity 
of the algorithm is O(nl+ nz). 
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